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l Singular and Plural

NOUN

Most 11ouns in English have two forms,
according to whether they mean one object
or more than one. The form which denotes
one is called the singular number ; that form .
which denotes more than one is , called the
plural number as bird, bird-s. THe plura.l is
generally formed by adding s to t.h·e singular.
When adding s, nouns ending in y after a
consonant change the y to ie, as city, cities ;
and several nouns ending in f or fe change the
f to v, as self, selves.

meanings or uses in the sentence is called
" declining " it, or giving its " declension."
Thus the declension of child is: singular,
nominative and objective, child ). possessive,
child's. Plural, children, children's.
In addition to number and case, nouns, like
pronouns, have two other properties: gender
and person. (For a discussion of grammatical
person, see Pronouns.) Nouns, except those in
direct address, are always in the third person.
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EXAMPLE OF A COMMON NOUN

Some Ways of Forming Plurals
•
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Some nouns ending.in o add es, others adds
only as cargo, cargoes; piano, pianos. Nouns
that end in a sound difficult to pronounce with
a final s add es s,s church, churches. . .'-\. few
nouns form their plurals by adding en or by
changing the internal vowel as child, children ).
tooth, teeth. The adding of en was the common
way of forming plurals in Old English, or
Anglo-Saxon. There are also some foreign
plurals in common use as stratum, strata ).
crisis, crises. A few nouns make no change
for the plural as deer.
Many nouns, especially those denoting persons or animals, have another form called the
possessive case, because it is chiefly used to
denote possession, like t.h e genitive case in
Lat.in. Singular nouns, and all plurals not
ending in s, add the apostrophe and s to form
the possessive as lady's, children's. Plurals
ending in s add the apostrophe only as ladies',
boys'.
In ordinary use, most names of things are not
used in the possessive ; instead of the book's
cover, the chair's back, the usual form is the
cover of the book, the back of the chair. But
nouns denoting time are often found in the
possessive as a day's work, a night's lodging, a
seven days' jo~trney.
Other Cases of Nouns

Besides the possessive case, nouns, like
pronouns, have two other cases, according to
tlie construction in which they are used. Nouns
do not change their form to distiniuish these
cases, though most pronouns do. ~~ouns and
pronouns used as the subject substantive of
a verb are said to be in the .'n ominative
("naming ") case. Nouns and pronouns used
as the direct or indirect objects of verbs (see
Verbs), as the objects of prepositions, and as
the subjects of infinitives, are said to be in the
•
o_bjective case. A noun or pronoun in apposi ..
tion with another (that is, used to modify or
explain the meaning of another noun or.pronoun
~
meaning the same person or thing as·" Cresar,
~
the conqueror'') is put in the same case as the
'·,- word it modifies.
..
To give in order the various forms which a
.. noun or pronoun may take to .indicate different·
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" I am reading a book." When a boy says this, he is using
a com.m on noun, because " book " is a noun which is not
a special individual name.
.

By gender in English is meant merely whether
the noun denotes male or female , or the absence
of sex as prince, princess, table. Nouns denoting males are masculine ; those denoting
females, feminine ; anq. those denoting things
without sex, neuter. Nouns which refer to both
sexes are said to be of common gender a-s
people, bird...~, etc.
·
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The Work that Nouns Can Do

Some of the chief constructions in which
nouns may be used are illustrated in the
following sentences :
Subject and predicate noun : A shilling saved is a
shi lling earned.
Direct object : He saved a shilling a week.
Object of a preposition : He kept account of every
shilli ng that he spent. ·
.
Indirect object: Association gave that shilling a
peculiar value.
Secondary or complementary object: I will make your
\;vages a shilling a day .
Subject of a.n infinitive : I saw the shilling djsappear
down the crack.
Possessive mod in er : Give me a shilling's worth of
sugar.
Abnominal use (exactly like an adjective) : This is a.
shilling toy.
Appositive: His pay a shilling seemed enormous.

the Easy Reference Fact-Index at the end of this tr)ork .
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